Selenite & Salt Clearing and Charging Crystal Stone Grid

Center: Selenite Disk
Square: Selenite
Outside Circle: Salt

This is a simplified grid with a very basic design, to help cleanse, clear, and charge whatever items you can rest on top of the coaster sized selenite disk. It would be perfect to clear and charge rocks, jewelry, wallets, food, water, other fluid, etc. The disk is not a typical shape in selenite and we may not be able to find any more of it after this batch is done, but I wanted to use them where they would do the highest good. This is it.

The grid can also be versatile by allowing you to add more stone layers to it for a particular goal that benefits from the addition of cleansing and charging energies. Just use up the remaining empty spots available on your grid template to do that. I would also be super interested in placing a candle on the top of the selenite disk while the grid is activated. Zoom, zoom.

You can create a nice “sit and spin” grid if you plopped your favorite polished, standing crystal point on top of the selenite disk. Activate it under a chair and sit down on the chair for a meditation session. This might be nice to do outside in the sunlight, as well.